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modcon®- modular single- &
multipart jacks
- THR or SMT
- board mount or card edge
- vertical, top or angled entry
- shielded or unshielded
- from 4 to 10 Positions
- from 2 to 10 Contacts
- Gold plating 50μ” to flash
- optional LEDs

modcon® - modular plugs
- shielded or unshielded
- short or long body
- solid or stranded wire
- from 4 to 10 Positions
- from 2 to 10 Contacts
- Gold plating 50μ” to flash
- clear and colored body
- various colored hoods
- full range of assembly tooling

modcon®-premium plugs
CAT6A premium plug series to
be used for industrial and highspeed data environments.
- shielded
- solid or stranded wire
- 8 Positions with 4 or 8
Contacts
- Gold plating 30μ” or 50µ“
- full range of assembly tooling

modcon®- industrial mod
jacks
forward developed housing and
contacts for harsh environment
and maximum contact reliability.
- THT or SMT
- side or top entry
- shielded
- 8 Positions 8 Contacts
- Gold plating 30μ” or 50µ“
- optional magnetics and LED’s

intrajack® Integrated LAN
Transformer Modules
for isolation, matching
impedances and filtering
enclosed within standardized
single- and multi-port RJ45
connectors for 10/100 BaseT/
Gigabit BaseT/ 10Giga Base-T
and PoE / PoE+ and with
optional LEDs

discom® discrete components

compu-shield®
i/o connectors like USB, HDMI
and SFP (Small Form-factor
Pluggable) compliant with MSA
(Multi-Source Agreement):
- 20 position SMT connector
- cages in press-fit
- single- and multiport
- optional light pipes

voice series®
easy to assemble terminal
connections for telecom and high
speed LAN applications. punch
down blocks (IDC insulationdisplacement connectors). screw
terminals (wire clamped down to
metal by a screw).
various wire crimp terminals. LSA
insulation-displacement blocks
incl. accessories

circon®
cost-eﬀective custom made and
developed connector solutions
with long-term reliability.
Services:
- design
- tooling
- assembly
- manufacturing
- packaging

insilco®
providing a comprehensive range
of capabilities for value-added
services for INELCO’s markets
such as:
- shielding
- over-molding
- sub-assembling
- tooling
- prototyping
- procurement
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Telecom and LAN transformers
for matching impedances and
filtering.
Common Mode Chokes to
provide high impedance against
common mode signals while
allowing diﬀerential mode signals
to pass through.
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